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INTRODUCTION
Pidgin and creole languages can be understood as cross-culfural museums of
linguistic objects and mechanisms bequeathed by the speakers who
contributed to their creation. They can also be understood collectively as the
manifestation of a principle, Language, much as the multifarious paintings
and sculptures at the National Gallery represent a principle of Art. Certainly,
modern studies in the languages of the world have manifested how diverse
human linguistic expression can be. They have also demonstrated the many
patterns and features languages share among themselves. Language gives its
users an unmistakable identity.
Research in pidgins and creoles, from its very beginning in the late Lgth
century, has been shaped by a classic chicken-and-egg question: Do linguistic
substrata or language universals lead to creole genesis? Today, more than
one hundrcd years after the debate began, we can still find proponents at both
ends of the spectrum (see Muysken & Smith, 1986). But more and more
creolists are striking a middle path. Extensive research on the world's pidgins
and creoles has shown that there is not one formula to explain them all. Each
emerges under a set of unique circumstances. In many cases, the formal
features of a pidgin or creole system can only be explained by recourse to
both the substrate and language bioprogram hypotheses as well as to
superstrate influence. Thus, a new hypothesis has emerged, appropriately
called the "complementary hypothesis," which simply states that the
universalist and substrate hypotheses are not mutually exclusive and, in fact,
are both responsible for creole genesis (Mufwene, 1990, p. 3).
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This paper is a study of the cross-linguistic influence (CLI) evident in
19th century Chinese Pidgin English (CPE). Here,'cross*linguistic' is meant
as the crossbreeding of substrate and superstrate languages. This
hybridization is essential to the particular character of pidgins and creoles
and, in my opinion, responsible for the production of features that are not the
sole property of any single parent. We will be examining four different types
clf productive CPE features that can reasonably be traced to origins in one of
three source languages but are not entirely explainable by recourse to any one
itlone. The interaction between linguistic partners is visible in shaping the
common ground on which they can productively engage. The CPE function
words that are the focus of this study are the prepositionlong, the classifier
ptiece, the noun compounds and suffixes, and the verbal marker make. The
source languages traced are Cantonese, English, and Hindustani.
SOURCE OF DATA
The source of my study is a relic of the Old China Trade centered on the port
cities of Canton and Macao during the 18th and 19th centuries. Its chief author
was born in a village just across the Cumsingmoon anchorage for opium
ships' He and his two brothers were among the first to attend a missionary
school established for the country folk of the Macao-Canton region (Smith
1977, p. t't1). At about the time he published this six volume compendium to
the English language of trade and business, he launched a career as
compradore (i.e., chief of staff) for |ardine, Matheson & Co., a trading agency
founded by hard driving Scots in business to this day. Later, he struck out on
his own, becoming owner of a major commercial shipping company and
f<runder of the Kaiping coal mines (Liu 1967). These are the main brush
strokes of the life of Tong King-sing (1832-1892). His only publication, the
Yingii tsap-ts'un [English compiler] is a gem of its kind.
The pidgin data in the Yingil tsap-ts'un (1862) surpass all previously
studied sources of CPE.2 They are unusually rich, both in quantity and
quality. Moreover, they are recorded by speakers of the substrate language,
Cantonese, in their own orthography. My analysis of aspects of the CpE
tt *-to*'*a' ,*r r*e book during a forage through the fifth floor stacks of Hamilton
l,ibrary. Hamilton possesses three original volumes (III, IV, VI) and the rest in duplicated
form, thanks to the efforts of Librarian Chau-Mun Lau.
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grammar to be discussed below is based on pidgin translation notes found in
the fourth and sixth volumes of Tong's work (for an example, see Appendix
A). The sixth volume is particularly interesting as it consists of twenty
dialogues on various subjects, including "At the butcher's stall,"
"Conversation in the moming," and. "On getting a boy." Of the 970 lines of
dialogue in this volume, 780 have pidgin translations. The pidgin data in the
fourth volume is found mostly in a section called "The vulgar language," but
it does not form a connected text. Nevertheless, there are 281 valuable lines of
pidgin data in this volume (for further numerical details, see Appendix B). I
have estimated that the 1061 lines of data represent roughly 5800 words. I
have transcribed all the characters used in the pidgin translations into IPA
according to the phonology of the Cantonese Zhongshan dialect, Tong's
na tive language as well as the native language of most of the Chinese
speakcrs of CPE during the time concerned (Sun 1993).
A SHORT REVIEW OF RECENT STUDIES ON CPE
Research on CPE has been sporadic but considerable contributions to
scholarly understanding have been made in the past decade. Dingxu Shi's
article on CPE (1991), based on his 1986 Master's thesis, argues that CPE is
structurally closer to Cantonese than to English. This he does in part as a
reaction to the earlier work of the famous creolist, Robert Hall, Jr., who
argued the reverse (1952, p. 142). Shi's argument, however, is not convincing
as his study focuses on 19th century, primarily Canton-Macao area, CPE (Shi
1991, p.8) while llall's is of 20th century, Yangtse Valley CPE (Hall 1944, p.
95). Hall may be right in his analysis given that it is based on the speech of
essentially one British informant (p. 102). Where he goes wrong is in
extrapolating the results of his analysis to represent all of CPE. Ironically, Shi
makes the same mistake. Nevertheless, my interest is primarily in Shi's work
since my data source is directly relevant to the period and speakers Shi has
studied.
Baker (1987) and Baker & Mr.ihlhiiusler (1990) base their analyses of
CPE on pre--20th century texts of the same type as Shi's. Moreover, they have
traced the development of CPE from the earliest attestations-i.e., from
17 43-and have amassed data culled from more than one hundred titles
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(1990, p. 110). From such a database, it is more likely that their research will
rcsult in significant findings on the evolution and nature of CpE.
Philip Baker (7987) came to study CPE as a consequence of his
investigation into its genetic relations to the various Pacific pidgins. In
particular he wanted to challenge the long-standing assumption that CPE is
the progenitor of the many varieties of Pacific Pidgin English (p. 164-5). In
analyzing his CPE data, Baker noticed an evolution in the usage of key
grammatical features (p. 164). His paper reports these findings as they
concern pronouns and copulas and discusses the possible socio-linguistic
factors that prompted and shaped the changes (pp. 1g4-1sg). some of these
findings have been updated in Baker & Mrihhausler (1990). In this latter
article, "From Business to Pidgin," the authors continue to identify certain
social factors they believe gave impetus to changes they have noticed in CpE,s
morphology and syntax over its 140 year recorded history. Their approach to
the subject and research methodology are innovative and set a precedent
quite apart from the usual static treatment of language. They emphasize the
dynamism of pidgins. Time and place are variables that cannot be ignored.
A STUDY OF CLI IN CPE
Rationale for selection of function words to be studied
The purpose of my study is to make a reasonable case for approaching
the analysis of CPE with the assumptions of the complementary hypothesis.
Through the analysis of four types of function words in 19th century CpE as
represented in Tong (1862),I argue that Cantonese, English, and Hindustani
all took part in shaping the grammar. Yet the form and use of the function
words in CPE are ultimately unique. Here universalist principles may be
invoked- I have turned only to Anderson's one to one principle (19g4) as an
explanation to some of the patterns observed. The influence of portuguese
was also present in the formation of CPE, but as that influence was primarily
in the phonology, I will have to present that evidence in a separate paper.
since CPE is now extinct, there is no way to make a definitive
longitudinal study of the processes of linguistic influence as many in the field
of creolistics would prefer. Nevertheless, the evidence of CLI is quite clear in
the product, particularly in Tong. Since the pidgin data in Tong are all
translations of Cantonese and English sentences, the reader can check by back
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translation whether the English or Cantonese influence was dominant in the
construction of the CPE expression. Some translations are word-for-word
from either the Cantonese or English. Most are not. The pidgin does manifest
its independence. This independence, however, generally cannot be
encapsulated by hard and fast rules. But strong tendencies are apparent. Such
independent tendencies are evidence, in my mind, of 'the bird.'
Baker & Miihlhiiusler (1990) make some very strong claims regarding
Cantonese influence in the development of CPE. Of relevance here, they
conclude that "there are no CPE syntactic structures of undoubted Cantonese
provenance at any stage," and "there are a few calques of Cantonese forms in
CPE...includingpiece, so fashion and what side" (p. 112). Of interest is their
labeling the classifier piece as a calque and not a grammatical device. Given
that this feature is not found in pidgins where Chinese speakers are absent, its
presence in 19th century CPE is evidence of Cantonese substratum influence
at the syntactic-and not iust lexical-level. Singler (1988) has made a similar
argument that highly marked features of a substrate language which appear
in a pidgin or creole should be regarded as clear evidence of substratal
influence (p.29). I share Singler's position, although I do not think that the
burden of proof should be placed on the substratist claims without also
placing similar stringent requirements on the substantiation of universalist
ones. In reference to Baker & Miihlhiiusler's first claim quoted above, I will
show how Cantonese syntactic rules are operative in the use of the CPE
preposition long in the Tong corpus. I will also show how English exerts its
influence in the position of this preposition in some of its uses. This discussion
will be followed by one on the use of the classifier piece. While Cantonese
influence is predominant in its gramrnatical role, Engtrish does exert influence
in determining what degree of a Cantonese contribution is acceptable.
Baker & Mrihlhiiusler (1990) further conclude that the productivity of
"a number of grammatical pattems and vocabulary expanding devices" such
as compounds formed with man and pidgin, and the suffixes 
-time and
-+rrle are due to analogical expansion and not substrate influence (p. 112). In
regards to the productivity itself, they are right. But this does not exclude
substratal influence in showing the way, as it were. In the Tong data corpus,
the use of pidgin and. -+ide reflect primarily Cantonese oubstratal influence,
the use of 
-time primarily English superstratal infhlence, and man
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Ilinciustani substratal influence. This will be demonstrate belorv. As further
evidcnce of the role of Hi.rdustani in the formation of CpE, I end the study
with a close look at the use of the preverbal marker make in the data corpus.
The preposition 'long'
One of the greatest finds in Tong (1g62) is evidence of a full_fledged
preposition in CPE. shi (1991) found no evidence of a preposition in the data
he searched (p. 22) and Baker (1987) found only limited evidence in his more
cxtensive search of the historical record, thereby concluding that,,/ongnever
became fully integrated in CPE" (p. 181). In Tong, I have counted thirty-three
i.stances of prepositionfifl [l)lJ: eight with the meaning ,from,, eleven with
the meaning 'for,' and fourteen meaning .with., Examples of /ong in each of
these three capacitles are:
'from'
a^i wantsi l)a jl paj sEmte!
I*wa nt- long*you-buy-something
'fo{
jU ken lJ4 rni nr6^iki selDrn ?
you--can- lon B-me-make-sell?
'with'
m€nta j[ li4 h1 k5m
Mond ay-you-lqn&hc-come
1a.53
10a.1
52a.1 (3)
(1)
(2)
The usage of long in CpE closely follows the usage of ffi tihng inCantonese. Perhaps this explains its absence in expatriate sources; i.e.,
non-chinese had difficulty in acquiring its usage. To Europeans it may have
seemed contradictory, as well as potentially confusing, for one function *or.l
to serve the purposes of three in their own languages. But to Cantonese
speakers of CPE, a multi-functional single preposition made perfect sense as
in Cantonese they have tilhng,4 which can mean (a) ,from, in the sense of
3Ttre first number indicates the page number, the letter indicates the front (a) or back (b)
side of the page, and trre last number indicates the column counting from the right side of the
page in T'ong (1862, VI).
4Romanization 
of standard Cantonese follows Huang (1923).
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"get from a person/' (but not "come from a person"); (b)'for' in the sense of
"f<rr the benefit of someone"; and (c) 'together with' (Huang, 1973, pp.
159-16'l; Oakley. 1953, p.141). In the examples quoted above, we can clearly
see how long translates to each of these meanings. Cantonese tr)hng can also
serve as the conjunction,'and,' as well as mean'the same as'or'identical to,'
but such usages are not found in Tong. For the latter meaning we find the
CPE word alla same. As we will see in the use of other CPE features, substrate
influence was normally partial and not lock, stock, and barrel.
In an analysis of the usage of preposition long in all thirty-three
sen tences in which it appears, I found some deviation from Cantonese norms.
Interestingly, the deviations were greatest where the usage was closest to the
surface meaning of long in English. The CPE form long is undoubtedly
borrowed from the English along. lt is not hard to imagine that Cantonese
tihng in the third sense--often spoken as tihng mhai-was equated with
English along zuith. Both have the meaning 'together with.' Given the
tendency in pidgins to simplify complex forms-as the syllable reduction of
business lo pitlgin is a classic example in itselfs-as well as the
phonological difficulty speakers of Cantonese would have in pronouncing the
syllable [wr0], it is easy to see how the comitative preposition in CPE would
become long.lt is also conceivable that the experienced English traders who
frequented Chinese shores used (a)long as a comitative preposition fight off
the back since the same preposition exists in other varieties of pidgin English
(Clark, 7979, p. 13). However, the subsequent usage of the form long as
meaning 'for' and 'from' in the senses described above is, undoubtedly, a
unilateral Cantonese contribution. In other words, after Cantonese CPE
speakers learned long in its comitative sense, they borrowed the form in
expressing dative meanings as well.
An early 19th century expatriate source offers evidence of the use of
comitative lorg in CPE as spoken by a dealer in Canton, "My like very much
do litty pidgeon long you" (Abbott 1835, p. 85). Of interest here is the position
of the prepositional phrase. In Cantonese, the prepositional phrase always
precedes the verb; in English it follows. The quotation clearly follows the rules
of English sentence structure, thereby contradicting Shi's claim that "no
exclusively English structural feature is found in CPE" (p. 3). This structure
sThe etymology of the wolt pidgin
Mnhhiiusler (1990) and Shi (1992).
has been convincingly demonstrated by Baker &
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continues its presence in Tong, as the following two examples demonstrate:
thck sam m[nni lil jU
take-some-money- long-you
m€j wdntsi jD 4sdu l)4 mi
my-want-you-go_ lon g_me Ir,I42a.5 (5)6
64 
'o*u'' numeral IV indicates that the example is found in the fourth volume of T,ong(1862). All unmarked examples are found in the sixth volume.
70a.2 (4)
Example 4 is of further interest because it also ,breaks, the norms ofCantonese usage' Even if the prepositional phrase were placed in its preverbalposition, a Cantonese would not say *tithng n6i ning di ch{n heui[with-you-take-some-money-go] but, ning di chln neui [take_some_money_goJ. The comitative,with,is implied in the verb.
Nevertheless, the Cantonese rule does surface in the position of long inmost sentences- when meaning 'with,' it occurs in competition with theEnglish rule, as we have just seen. However, when meaning ,from, or ,for,, thecantonese rule is always followed (for evidence, see Appendix C). There is
<rnly one exception, you-can-barter-tea-rong-this-cargo (Tong Lg62, vr gb.4).Here long would be translated as'for'in nnltisn. But ,for, in this phrase is notin the Cantonese sense of "for the benefit of someone.,, Therefore this
sentence, like the example (4) above, reflects the influence of English usage,
not Cantonese' This should not obscure the fact that in the majority of thethirty-three sentences which contain the preposition long, cantonese iositionand usage is followed in twenty_five cases.
In sum, the analysis of the preposition long in Tong suggests that
when a functional word is borrowed from u r,rp".rlrate language its phrase
structure rules will also be borrowed with it. But if those pnr*u strlcture
rttles are different from those of substrate language speakers, variation willresult with both superstrate and substrate rules being applied. when thepidgin form is equated with other meanings in the ,.rbrirut" language, it willfollow substrate structural rules as long as superstrate or other L1 speakers ofthe pidgin do not reanalayze the form and start to impose their phrase
structure rules on it.
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The classifier 'piece'
CPE is the only pidgin in the Pacific region known to make use of a
classifier (Baker 1987, p. 180). That use of a classifier in counting nouns
became productive in CPE is evidence of Chinese speakers pivotal role in the
creation of this pidgin. But, as Baker (1990) has poinled ofi, labeling piece a
classifier is something of a misnomer (p. 118 n. 5). It classifies nothing because
it classifies everything. Still we may assume that the speakers intended it to
classify something, if only nominally. Furthermore, it is in the reduction of all
Cantonese classifiers to this single one where we see Anderson's one to one
principle at work (1984). This principle states that relational meanings that are
encoded through the syntax of a language get expressed with "one clear
invariant surface form" in interlanguage construction (p. 79). CPE piece can
bc taken as the result of the application such a principle.
The classifier in Tong (1862) ispiece,wherefi-ttprril varies with $S
[ftis'l]. There are no other classifiers per se, but there are othet measures. Some
examples of the latter are the weight measures-tael, catty, picul, and ton-
and the money measures-cash, candareen, mace, and dollar. These sorts of
measures are a feature of languages generally and, therefore, their presence is
ofno sulprise. The presence of the classifier piece,however, is noteworthy, as
its ftcquent mention in the popular literature of CPE will testi$u.
Shi (1991) in his analysis of primarily 19th ientury pidgin data culled
from Anglo sources found that piece " always occurs betr.veen a numeral and
the noun being modified" (p. 20). This led him to the conclusion thar "the use
of [a] classifier is obligatory in CPE" (Ibid.). However, in his discussion of
dcmonstratives in CPE, Shi suggests that the usc of the classifier is optional
following demonstratives.T Therefore, his conclusion just quoted is taken to
refer to only noun phrases with numerals. This is in fact what Thomason &
Kaufman (1988, p. 187) have done in their summary of Shi,s major findings of
the specifically Cantonese contributions to CpE.
The CPE data in Tong (1862) afford us an opportunity to test Shi,s
conclusion for its accuracy. First, I will review the evidence that supports shi's
;"----_--=-
'shi (1991) identifics two types of noun phrases in CpE where the classifier piece occurs.
The first he formulates as 'NUMERAL + cLASSIFIER + NouN, (p. 20) and the second as
'DEMoNsrI{ATrvE + (CLASSIFIER) + NOUN' (p. 21). shi's placing the latter CLASSIFIER in
parentheses indicates that it is optional in the conventions of generative syntactic
orthography. However, he does not explicitly state this in his following analysis.
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own findings and then look closely at the evidence which demands us to
rcformulate his characterization of the function of the classifier in CpE.
There are many tokens of numeral + classifier + noun in Tong. The
classifier piece may occur with animate or inanimate nouns, as the examples
below demonstrate:
puld4 wan psi tshE k5m
bring- one-piece-chair-come
jii kEn l)q m€j kittsi wEn psi khut p[j?
A: h€g mEttsi wEn plsi ?
how-much-one-piece?
B: tili lupT wEn piisi
three-rupeeone-piece
At iU wdntsi s5 mEttsi j[ fEjsi nc sim ?
you-wan t-so-much-you-faceno_shame?
...t0 miin kog m€^i pa^i tU lupi wEn p-lsi
. . . two-moon-agG-my-buy-two-rupe€pbg
B: sEpp6gsu j[ nrJk\ t[ mEftsi
suppose-you-think-too-much
...j[ kip fEj lupl tti plsi
. . . you-give-five-rupee two-piece
3eb.2 (6)
you-can-long-my{atch@? 51,a.2 @
such evidence confirms shi's formula in the main, except for one detail. The
noun may be modified as examPle 7 shows. Furthermore, there is evidence
that the classifier may occur without a following noun, as the next dialogue
between a buyer and a seller haggling over the price of chicken shows:
27b.2 (8)
27b.3 (e)
27b.4 (10)
27b.s (11)
27b.6 (12)
28a.t (13)
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The excerpt gives further proof that use of the classifier in CPE follows the
rulcs of Chinese syntax. Therefore, in light of the evidence the above examples
afford, the CPli structure as described by Shi (1991, p.20), can be
reformulated as numeral + classifier + (NP).
Given the undeniable Cantonese influence on the structural
possibilities of such noun phrases, one might also expect to find tokens of
classifier + noun without the numeral one-a unique feature of Cantonese
(Norman 1988, p. 227). But any such evidence is lacking in Tong. In noun
phrases where CPE iffi [w,An] occurs, the classifier drops rather than the
numeral. This is a very 'un{antonesel feature; e.g.,
91
hcp ket w€n pttsi that
have-got- one-oeach-tart
kittsi wEn simala plt
catch-one-small-boat
wEn mDn wantsi h€u mEttsi kEsi ?
one-man 
-want-how-much-<ash?
48a.6
70b.1
(14)
(1s)
Thcre is further evidence that the presence of the classifier is not "obligatory."
These may be found by searching for noun phrases with numerals other than
onc. The variability with which classifier piece occtrs is well demonstrated in
tht' following excerpt from a dialogue on charting a ship:
w49b.1 (16)
33a.4 (17)
33a.s (18)
33a.6 (19)
33b.1 (20)
A: kEn thekki heU mettsr pasDntsi ?
ca n-take-how-mu ch-passenger?
ken /'ckki tirr hDntan
can-take- three-hundred
hct s€j jD k€t sc mEttsi l€m ?
what-side-you-got-so-much-room?
t[ hDnten fitfuti ptiui tyn t€k
rwo-h undred-fi f tv 
-p u t-tween-deck
B:
A:
B:
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...rI'atti pisi p0tti rnsEj wen psi hepsu 5n tEk
... thirg-piece--put-inside-ene+iecqiOUge_on_deck
...tynti prsi p[uilnsEj k€pp€n
... twenty-piece-put-inside<abin
33b.2 (21)
33b.3 (22)
hr lines 18 and 20, a classifier would be obligatory if the same expression were
rcphrased in Cantonese. But it is curiousiy ,missing, in these CpE nounphrases' This suggests that use of the crassifier can be optionar. Therefore, the
construction numeral + classifier + (Np) should best be understood as agcneralization rather than as a rule.
There is one very important exception to this generalization and that is
noun phrases with time words at their head. In cantonese, weeks (Idaibaaih)
and nronths (yuht) take the classifier, {El tSrl, whereas days and years do
not. If r,r,e were to assume that CpE follows the Chinese pattern, then we
would expect to find the likes of ,,two piece week,, and ,,five piece month.,,Ilut we do not (for evidence, see Appendix D). This consistent finding in Tong;rll.ws us to fbrmulate a rule, rather than a generalization: 
.,o,.,ri phrur"f
whic^ ftrnction as time ad'erbials do not take a classifier. Here we muy .,,_,te n
l.ossiblc Ilngl ish corrtribu tion.
My review and analysis of the presence and_equally important_
trbsence of the cpE classifier plece in Tong has red me to reconsider the exact
nature of the Cantonese contribution to the formation of the pidgin grammar.Although I agree with shi (1991) that where piece doesoccur it functions thet.ay it would in cantonese, I cannot agree with his subsequent conclusiontlrat this "can be considered as evidence that CpE is closer tocantonese thanto English" [italics mine] (pp - 20-21). such a concrusion does not account forthe failure of Cantonese classifier rures to apply similarly in cpE. we have
s;een in the examples drawn from Tong above th at (a) piece can be absentfrom a noun phrase with a numeral determiner; (b) there are no tokens of a
noun phrase with piece but without one; and, (c) the nouns for week and
montlr do not take a classifier. Are these then Engrish contributions? If so,how are we going b weigh the value of each contrib--ufion?
More importantly, shi's conclusion does not account for his own
suggestive evidence that the classifier piece is optional when preceded by ademonstrative (p. 21). pidgin data in Tong confiim that its presence is indeed
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variable as the following examples show:
presence of piece
tisi plsi sip k€t insc ?
thirpiece-ship-got-insurance? 32b.1 (23)
thett\ milik\ kip lEr prsi rs-ntimDn
take--milk-give-that=precegruflenan 41b.1 Q4)
absence of piece
.. 
- 
. t. .-mfj rr4k't jti kettsi mc f5 Frsi sip
nrv-think-you-catch-more-for-thj5=Ship 35a.1 (?5)
thckki lit tsrntimDn k5m-insEj
talk-that-cendeman-<ome-inside 39b.1 (26)
If 'wc broaden our search for evidence of the use of classifiers to singular noun
ph rascs with a possessive determiner, we will find none, not even in
variation. The CPE possessive adjectives my,you, and fta can only precede a
noun as follows:
mf,^i wanrsi tsdt6 j[ sip
my-want-charter-you=hip 32a.2 Qn
93
hct pl'ulr'.^isi mdj hat hcp kEt ?
what-p I a ce- mv-hat-have-qot?
thckkhr wdsd mDn slnti h-r p-itr
ta lk-washer-man-send-fig$l!
37b.3 (28)
s4b.6 (2e)
In all the above examples, a classifier would be mandatory in Cantonese; i.e.,
we would find lfi€fl*,ftlfifiEana{EtF+, respectively, in corresponding
Cantonese statements. But in CPE, noun phrases with a possessive determiner
do not take a classifier. Therefore, we may conclude that the Cantonese
contribution to the grammar of the classifier in CPE was partial. Some aspects
of the Cantonese system were absorbed, others rejected. ln the final analysis,
CPE's use of the classifier is unique.
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From this perspective of CpE,s unique grammar, a more interesting
question emerges: why is it that the occurrence of the classifie r piece is more
pervasive and regular in noun phrases with a numeral than with a
determiner? was it easier for foreign-i.e., non{hinese-speakers of CpE to
make sense of the former usage than the latter? were cpE ,rures, bent to allow
variation in sub-components of the grarunar that were particularly hard to
master? what the evidence reflects is the result of a considerable amount of
negotiation among speakers of what was to be judged an acceptable
organization of thought as well as an acceptable use of a function word. The
findings here ars. suggest parallers with discoveries in second language
acquisition research: learners selectively draw on first language knowledge in
interpreting target language structures and uses and in forming their or,r,n
interlanguages (Selinker 1992).
Noun compounds and suffixes
The grammar of CpE contains several productive compounds and
bound morphemes. Among those that have been described in the research
literature are the compound elements man and. pidgin and the suffixes 
-fime
and 
-side. shi (19s6) has linked the use of the suffixes 
-time and _side to
cant.nese substratum influence, equating the former with s (slr) anci thelater with ff @ouh) (cited. in Baker and Mrihlhaus irer, I990,p. 101, 103). Baker
and Miihlhiiusler (1990) are not convinced that any of these features can be
ascribed to Cantonese provenance alone (p. 112). For example, when they
translated the cpE words with the compound element man back into
Cantonese, they found that not all contained the equivalent morpheme I(yhhn).* similarry, they found that the CpE suffixes 
-side and, -time do nothavc a one'-to--one relationship with any single morpheme in cantonese. onrv
in the case of the compound element f shion, did Baker and Mrihhausler
think there was a possibility of tracing direct influence to Cantonese (pp.
100-3).
On faslion
My analysis of the pidgin data in Tong (1852)
-lhshion is a Cantonese contribution to the CpE
ccinfirms that the use of
lexicon. However, this
lil 
'luestion their translation or CpE ctrina-man to $@ )v enng-gwok-ydhn) as cant,rnese
trstraf ly refer to themselves as f${( Tdhng-ylhn) or 'men of the T,ang (dynasty).,
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morpheme is not productive. onry three expressions are formetr with it-i.e.,
so fashion, how fashion, and what fashion. With the exception of what fashion,
sofashion andhowfashbn arecalquesfrom the Cantonese fH f+ {6dm y\ung)
and ,fiff @im y€ung), respectively. The expression whntfashion seems to be
a compromise form between what thing (i.e., ,what,) and how fashion (i.e.,
'how') in the one instance it appears in Tong(lg62,VI 10b.5).
On the sufrxes 
-time and -side
The data in Tong also confirm Baker and Mtihlhdusrey's point that cpE
suffixes 
-side and -time do not individually map onto any particular
cantonese molpheme. CPE 
-side encapsulates the cantonese morphemes of
'place' ffi (syu), 'surface' ffi (min),and,side,i* (Ainn). CpE-time
embraces a more variegated group with the meanings of ,hour, & (dhn),
'duration' ffi fuoi),'instance, iR khi),,occasion, S eheng)and,period, ffi(sift). From the latter demonstration in particular, it is hard to posit a
predominant Cantonese role in forming CpE words with a time morpheme.
More plausible is a predominant English contribution. The usage of the word
time in Tong follows English norms as in next time, Iast time, sometime, haae
tinrc, short time, Iong time, and one time. Cantonese does interface with
English usage in the word sometime and makes its own contribution to the
CPE lexicon with the calque before time fiJft ehd sih). (For the location and
distribution of time words in the Tong corpus, see Appendix E.)
Perhaps owing to the great frequency with which what time,rtl$ (gei
si) meaning 'when', appears in sources with CpE data, Shi (1.9g6) formed the
impression that Cantonese influence was dominant in the use of time words,
Certainly, the lexification and use of this expression may be attributed to
Cantonese influence. But in looking at time words on the whole, the eviclence
of superstrate influence is clear. Moreover, time cannotbe considered a suffix
in the proper sense as it demonstrates little independent productivity in the
Tong data corpus. Perhaps it best be understood as a free morpheme much as
it is in English.
In the case of CPE 
-side words, the evidence does point to Cantonese
rather than English origins. Although the suffix 
-sitle does embrace three
distinct morphemes in cantonese, they all have a similar function and that is
to mark a locative phrase. Again, Anderson,s one to one principle may be
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invoked as an explanation for the reduction. Cantonese phrases such as fr m(t6i nin), 
-&. \rt bihn), and lpffi ltceu;tt sya)-appearing in Tong as
top-side-table, one-side, and that-side, respectively-all serve the function of
identifying the 'where' the 'what' is.
While CPE 
-side has a function attributable to Cantonese influence, it
does not always occur in a post-nominal position as it would in Cantonese.
For example, if the above top-side-table were said according to Cantonese
rules it would be table-top-side. Curiously in CpE, srtffix 
-side also appears
after proper place names where they do not in Cantonese; e.g. Sydney-side.
Furthermore, 
-side also appears in variation with 
-place when the meaning
is clearly'place' and not 'side' or 'surface., In Tong, CpE what-ptace is more
frequently used, than what-side for the expression of ,where, place-wise. This
reflects an effort on part of cPE speakers to make a distinction between place
and side/surface. Unlike time word.s, side words do manifest considerable
productivity in the CPE lexicon. But their productivity has not moved far
beyond what occurs in cantonese. (For the location and distribution of 
-side
and place words in the Tong corpus, see Appendix F.)
On tht compound elements pidgin and man
Baker & Mtihlhiiusler (1990) have stated that the expansion of
compounds with pidgin and man elements in CpE cannot be attributed to
cantonese substrate influence (p. 112). B.ot if pidgin is to be equated with
Cantonese$ (sil), as the evidence in Tong suggests, then I think it is
premature to abandon substrate influence as the cause of expansion of such
expressiorrs in cPE. In the twenty-three instances the word pidgin occurs in
the Tong data corpus, twenty-one follow corresponding Cantonese usage of
silt-i.e.. two meaning 'job' or 'work'; six meaning ,busy, or ,occupied,; and
tlrirteen meaning 'affair', 'malter', or 'thing,. The two remaining instances
follow English usage of business in the sense of ,enterprise' or ,trade, (see
Appendix G). Of course, English also permits the usage of business as
meaning 'affair' or 'matter'. The main point, however, is that the use of pidgin
in Tong does not go beyond Cantonese and English usages of sift and
I'usiness, respectively.
Finally, the considerable productivity of the compound element mar
in cPE is in need of an explanation. As referred to earlier in this section, Baker
and Mtihlhiiusler (1990) found that CPE words Iike josh man, doctor man,
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tailor mnn, sailor man, and cook man could not be derived from literai
Cantonese translations (pp. 10G-1). The source of this compound element is
not likely to be traced to the English language either. Words like barber man,
teacher man and the like are redundant to English speakers as they already
contain the agentive sulhx / --er / . My hunch is that the CPE man is a calque
of the Hindustani 
-wallah, as spelled in the Anglo-Indian literature. Ivor
Lewis, in his useful dictionary of the words of Anglo-India, Sahibs, Nabobs
and Boxwallahs, explains under the entry 'wallah' that it is a suffix denoting
a person who does any act, performs any functiory or
is charged with any duty or belongs to any trade or
profession, place, etc. Europeans commonly used it as
a noun equivalent to 'man', 'agent','chap', 'fellow',
etc. (1991,p.247).
Hybrids were formed out of this suffix by the dozen. It is likely that those
who were familiar with such a convenient word formation process would
apply the same in creating words in a new lexicon if they had the chance.
So the question emerges, how did the vocabulary of Anglo-Indian ever
get the chance to influence the evolution of CPE? First of all, Anglo-Indian is
an outgrowth of a creole Porfuguese that was established as a lingua franca of
the commercial ports on the Indian subcontinent where the Portuguese had
dominion during the t6th and 17th centuries (Lewis 1991, p. 7). Before the
British East India Company made the full power of its force felt during the
18th century, the British spoke this language fluently (Ibid.). It is possible that
as more and more native English speakers used this creole, more parts of its
vocabulary and idiom were Anglicized to the point where there might have
been a Hindustani-based pidgin English. As trade links between India and
China became stronger during the late 18th century-due to the rising
prominence of the British East India Company in both markets-linguistic
contact became greater. It would have been in the interest of the British who
managed the trade from both ends that the lingua franca of the ports where
their agencies were stationed share a vocabulary and grammar. Therefore, it is
possible that the British traders who were posted to China after experience
working in India used Anglo-Indian expressions, if not an already pidginized
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version of English, in speaking to Chinese.
The popular literature on CpE has frequently cited Hindustani as a
source of influence because of the presence of such words as lnr (,one
million'), rupee (silvet unit of money,), schroff (,accotntant,), by('attendant'), coolie ('laborer,), chit (,letter'), and congee (,rice porridge,). But
little is known about the specific role people from the Indian subcontinent
played in the China trade. They are sometimes referred to in passing in the
historical literature. For example, the chinese Repository, the first jouinal on
chinese affairs to be pubrished in Canton, compiled a list of foreign residents
in China (excluding portuguese residents of Macao) in 1g37. Foilowing the
British, the Parsees and Hindus occupied a majorify of 66 members (Chinese
Repository, 7837, pp. 427-gZ). To this number of Indian residents, we must
add the hundreds who serviced the hdian and British trading agencies, but
who were not counted in the census because of their meniai positions. we
must further consider the linguistic impact of the hundreds, if not thousands,
of sailors called 'lascars,' who manned the ships that trafficked opium to the
Pearl River Delta and carried tea back to Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay.
Undoubtedly, those involved in the ,country trade,, as it was called, played an
important role in the evolution of cpE. If whinnom is right in claiming,
according to his tertiary hybridization hypothesis, that pidgins .u., o.rl"y
emerge in multi-lingual, not bilingual, situation s (I9TI, p. 104), then
Hindustani, if not also Portuguese, may be the pivotal third language that red
to the formation of cpE. To date, schorars are under the impression that cpE
is the product of a bilingual contact situation (Shi, 1991, pp.30_31; Baker &
Mtihlhiiusler, 1990, p.112). I do not share this view. The ord China Tradebrought people who spoke many disparate languages together. Also
overlooked is the linguistic diversity of the chinese who participated in trade
with foreigners. But the demonstration of this diversity is yet another issue
that deserves its own study.
The verbal marker 'make,
In addition to the noun compounds formed with man, there is another
productive feature of cPE that betrays Hindustani influence: the use of the
verb make .In the pidgin data in Tong (1g62), there are 16g sentences in which
make occurs.of these, 122 occur as an auxiliary to another verb and 46 occur
as full verbs. As a full verb, make can stand alone or it take an Np object or a
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modifier. Examples of each of the four possible types are as follows:
ju sapi mUit\ tontre Z
you-+abe-make-count? IV62a'6 (N)
m€^i nc kEt wEn tim m€jki nc palEppi pltsin
my-no-got-one-time-make-no-ProPer-pidgin 24b.5
thckk\ kok mDn nEksi tim m€ik\ mc pltti
talk-cook-man-next-time-makel0ore=bette! 47a.7
6la mDn kin m€jki
all-man-can-make IV52a. (33)
In CPE, the verb make means both'to make' and 'to do'. Excluding its
presence in the expression, can do, the verb do occurs only eight times in
Tong. The relative lack of a verb do in CPE can be explained in a twofold
manner. The CPE form do-i.e., [tu]-already occurs frequently with the
meanings 'two' and 'too'. Adding a further meaning may violate a condition
of semantic saliency in pidgins (see Seuren & Wekker, 1986). Secondly, if the
full verb make were equated with Cantonese ffi (jouh), as is evident in Tong,
then there is no need to make a distinction because iouh can mean either
'make' or 'do'.
However, what this analysis does not explain is how make in CPE can
serve as an auxiliary to another verb. In Cantonese , jouh can take an object or
a stative verb like 'good,' 'wet', or 'rotten'. But it cannot take on another
active or psychological verb like 'change,' 'tty' , ot 'think'. This is not possible
in English either. Another line of influence needs to be drawn.
In Hindustani, one can say things like 'make change' for 'change',
'make try' for'try' and 'make thought' for 'think'. This verb formation rule is
achieved by adding the word kamd, which means 'to do or make', to an
adjective or noun, often derived from the uncompounded verb itself. An early
English student of the Hindustani language, Captain George Hadley,
observed inhis Grammatical Remarks (1V2) that
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Dana, to gioe, and Kurna, fo make, ...are so
frequently used here, that the verb is very often
tortured to admit them; and wherever they will admit
of being added to their respective substantives or
adjectives, they will be better understood than an
uncompounded verb; thus... Baundna is to bind,
Baund kurna to make bound, and more frequent;
Lurna is to fight, Lurhauey kurna is to make a- fight,
and as frequently used: these words, with many m"ore,
sufficiently shew the preference given io the
compound mode of speech; but there are an infinite
number of verbs which have no other formation butby the assistance of the auxiliaries Kuma or Dana(Hadley 1772,pp.834}
of interest here, is Hadley's observation that Hindustani speakers prefer to
use a compound expression even when a single word equivalent is known.Could this speech preference explain the occurrence of the seemingly
redundant verb compoun d,s maki count, make cook, make pack, and thelikes of sixty other such CpE compounds in Tong? Unless this feature is alsofound in pidgins that have no potentiar retationsh-ip to Hindustani or another
substratum language that shares this feature by coincidence, then I findHindustani influence in the formation of the *oL * v construction in cpEthe most likely explanation.
Nevertheless, the function of malcc in CpE is somewhat different than
that of karnd in Hindustani. In CpE, make most often appears before verbs
that are used infrequently. of the sixty-three different verbs with which make
occurs in Tong, forty-seven occur five times or less, with well over half
occurring only once or twice-e.g., bind, bolt, fite, hook, paste, rub, shake, spill,
and test. of the sixteen verbs that appear frequently in the data corpus but
also occur with make , nine do so only once or twice_i.e., catch, fear, girr, go,Iook-see, put, stop, talk, and, think. Of the remaining seven frequent veJs,
three occur much more frequently without make than with_i.e., pay, seII,
buy. Of those frequently used verbs that persist in taking make more often
than not-i.e., count, weigh, finish, try-lhtee have standard make
counterparts in Hindustani-i.e., gaur _kamd (weigh), piird kamd (finish), and
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koshish kamd ftry). (For location and distribution of make constructions in
Tong, see Appmdix H.)
Since the auxiliary make appears most often with infrequently used
verbs, it functions primarily as a verbal marker, in many cases much like its
Hindustani counterpart. It does not mark tense or voice. At best, it forms the
equivalent of a participle. Its sporadic co-occurrence with frequently used
verbs in Tong may be a remnant of past usage when most verbs were marked
by nwke. As certain verbs came into frequent usage among CPE speakers, it
was no longer necessary to mark them because their function was clear to
most.
Mtihlhiiusler (1986) notes that the 'make' + N construction is found
among a number of unrelated pidgins as a device for generating verbs. Of
particular interest is his remark that it was "widely found in Tok Pisin of the
1920s, but appears to have virtually disappeared by 1930" (p. 173). The
relationship between this construction in CPE and in Tok Pisin needs to be
further investigated.
CONCLUSION
This study on cross-linguistic influence in Chinese Pidgin English has shown
that when grammatical features from an established language are employed
in a pidgin such as CPE, the features take on a character of their own and are
no longer understandable by sole reference to the particular contributing
language. Productive features of a pidgin are those that speakers from
different first languages can understand by reference to some counterpart in
their own language(s) or at least can imagine being possible without too many
mental adjustments. The negotiation that is essential in communicating across
linguistic gaps explains why any particular feature that is transferred to a
pidgin will not normally be used in toto as its is in its source language,
especially where there is not a homogeneous group of substrate speakers.
This study has also shown that the traditionally viewed superstrate
language of CPE, English, contributed more than lexical forms. Where
Cantonese and English conflict in their usage and placement of a function
word, variation resulted.
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In sum, this study has argued that there is no need to assign exclusiveparentage to the chinese or English side of the CpE equation, as Hail (rgsz)and shi (1991) have done. on the other hand, neither is it necessary to denythe role of super- and sub-shate languages in contributing to thu fo-ilutior, orproductive grammatical devices ir, cpn. Nineteenth century cpE is truly thejoint product of a unique convergence of Engrish, cantonese, Hindustani ,,*,d.,I also believe, portuguese (Macanese) spealers. what.hil, ;;;il, ;;;cut up nicely according to the features of its parents? children inherit some oftheir parents' features but what they do with tnem t, q"nu a different story.
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Appendlx B
Quantity and dteHbudon of pidgin data found in Tong
A- Volume lV
R. Volunu VI
i
i
Tide of Dialogue
trne3 of Dialogu€ Percent
tn yutgtn Totdlr. vrr uuyurx woc[ens. Drr t_5 53 58 9l
i. t"Tj o:l(,ixTfl1o& ee.6_12 74 82 90
-;--T;i--^+i--.-. 179 143 90me butcher's stall, pp. 25_25 22 23 96
f. lhlutnFdwtrFFrEE:- 22 23 966. 9n Uuyrng sunttas, ry. 27 3s n/. r_m cnarrcnng shrp!, pp.32_36 52 55 qq8. ConvCrsaEdn-G mo-lGli?Ai iE-- 26 3s lffi /4I raurc. oD. .t{ r._+l
-
19 E- 83
fr=Hi:,5 "":u. qxuet Pp. H 27 I 77tu 8 11 73r-. vr urs ulruler IaDte_ Dt' 4aF4xH 28 1 3r--l 80-
.Eo raurE, utr. t:r_JU
-
t7 23 74vtt EErurrH d o9y, pp, tl_z 20 23 87rr. !wsu.x LrftlErlr, pD. JJ_54
-
t7 2T -1 7trv. lvurPrauur, lrD. JJ_9d 47 87rz. Stuoff, pp. 5F63- 32 60 53ro. \ruquwn IIEm, DD. 6r]_64 47 60 7A
18 13 n
-v. v.r a yr.slr, pp. /l__tat 10t TET 66
Total Jnl 970 80
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Appendix C
Preposition 'long' )ql in Tong (compr€heGive list)
A- Mcaning 'with'
hr rto wEn tstntlmon thJkkq 39a.4
hl pif5 tim sitap l)4 misi X
r07
he-before- time-*top-long-mister-X
hl sitap l)q h'i ltfin miin
he-stop-long-he-eighteen-moon
mEntc j[ l)q h-i kim re
my-long-you-go-see-he
m€j wentsi jU rlsdu l)4 n
my-want-you-go-long-me
m6^i nc kin k5 l)r1 ju re
my+o-can-go-long-you
h] l)4 h'i m6jkh] phakna rc
he--long-he-make-partner
seili kauitrdlSrJh'i m
settle-counter-lone-he
h'i mr plttd thekkhl tE kutt l)4 h'i
-mate-look-s€e-account
sEppdpsu h'i kEt ju l)n hl
s€m mDnnl l)4
R. Muning'hom'
hct lulajsi l)4 mfj
wanbi l)rl jU paj somtirJ laj
I-want-lonq-vou-buv-+omethine
ncksi rim j[ k5m l)4 m6j pa-i 5bJ
next-time-you{ome-l ong-m y-buy
m€^i l)rj ju thekki ala rc
mv-lons-vou-take-.all
m
23s.3
m€j thekki wEn kilasi wrn
m€j nc l)ri paj annimc I
SUN1orJ
m6^i kJm pEk ... 31a.6
3lb.l...lir3 j0 paj sEmter; mc
ju kEn l)4 mi m6jki sEllm ?
sEllm
l5n sik^il lit
ju hcp l)4 nit6
m€^i liq
ju kEn 154 m j kittsi wEn p'isi k
h3p kEt mln l)4 hi sikju ?
m6j tsln rs'in ju tu mi fEjfa ...
a.6
C- Mwning 'fot'
jii kEn pat6 ti li4 lisi knkri ?
l)q mi
l)r1 mi kittsi fin p-isl ktilt
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AppmdixD
Oassifier 'piece' [Pls]l in Tong
Counter+vidence to Shi (1991)
A. Nu + (classifier) + N
Phrasal structures predicted to luoe a classtfiq but do not arc itnlicizzil
A: kEn t heq mEttSi ,, 33a.4a [crl L-'vsr ll9xr rrlellrr
can-take-how-much-Passenger?
- 
--.,' 
. 
'- 
{ Y 
' 
,.' - '' "' -- -''""''- "
B: kEn tl'ckki tifi h]nten
can-take- th r u-hund r e d
33a.5
tU mln Ela slm
two-man-all+ame
72b.6
mfj kEt w€n sEnln l5 ... 79a3
mv-eot-one-son-in-law . . .
wan mln wintsi hfu mEttsi kEsl ? IV49b.f
one-mn n 
-w ant-how-much-cash?
109
[ hJG ju ket sc m€ttsi tcm t 33a.5
w hat-side.-vou-so t+o-much-room?';;;-- 
-:,,,. 1 ,.'.S?- ,", ."-'- --.",,- , '- - -.- ' - -'- -__-- 33b'1
t uto-hu nd r e d-ft ftu 
-o ut-tween'-deck
--_-----:*;--l,/-v."-.r '. -.,-.,' ' -..".,*. ,'." ' --"-.- ", - - ''" " -:l6tti tr"ri putii-tnscj wan pisi heusu in tct< 33b.2
. . . thirw-bieci-put-insideonepiecehouse'ondeckffi 33b.3
,. 
. tweng-piece'put-in-side-cabin
42a.4
hcp kEt wEn flrttsi that 4ua.6
hav efrot- o n e-p en ch-t ar t
64a'3
tomo rrow{ atch-t wo-+ ar go-b o at
*
call-how-much-piece?
Br klttsr tfittTiut mEn 67a,3
catch-hnentu-+ood-mm
tittsiwen.simatarrut 7ob.r
catclvontsmnll-bat
wun l61trsi f€gll
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B.Det+N
,this,
lisi ptfu nc n€p
kip kEptGn tisi
mEsi l6k s6p
Ju loK sl ht
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c Absence of classifier in time adverbials where obligatory in Cantonese
(comprehensive list)
'week'
mv<om*next-week
-t
8b.5
suDDose-vou-come-next-week. .'
--Er J .@ rra.4
all-same-pricelast-week
@rSeusanplsi 11a.5
las t-week-have+el1-onlv-f our-thousand-piece
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Ju wik m€^ikt) sEtti kSnti{ 58a.5
-vo 
u-cverv-week-make+ettle'account
one-moon-my-pay-you
A- hclimju tcen kip mi ti ? 73a.6
wha t-time-vou-<an-qive-m e-tea ?
ntrumuns 23bj
two-moon-so
23b.2
two--moon-toemuch-long-time
2'/b.5tii mfln kog m6^i paj t0 lupi wEn p-ls]
twG-mo on-a ermv-buv-tw o-rupee-one-piece
m wantsift t6la wEn mtin 51a.5
he-wan t<ieht-dollar-one-moon
hilCplilhliirrnmun 51b.4
he-stoe-lone-heriehteen-moon
m€j kim pEk hcp mtin 77a.4
mv-com*back-half-moon
wEn mun s6g 6^i k5m pek IY54a.2
one-moomo-I-<ome$ack
wEn miin mdj pej ju
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Appendix E
Typee end numbcr of enpnrdonr coincd wlth trna tn Tmg
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
:t
1
I
I
before li.ttlc
Ntine
Iast tittu
long time
tuxt tinu
me thnc
slrort tirrr
smetimc
wlut thne
volvI51b.l477U.+
vollV32b.l; ltolJl57b2
vdvr4hl
Vol IV 53b.9 \foM 23b.2, 3Sb.0 stb3, Aa.LT2a.6,Tb.t
Vol M Q.5, 19b2,474.1
Vol IV 32b.3; Vol VI2tb.g 2{b.s
Vol IV {0a.6; Vol VI tSb.t : .
Vol Y.l l%.5, 47b.54, V a2
vol-Iv 33a.4 30a.6 41a.1, &.\,!b.2,{8b3,49b.g, s?a&7b.2,71a.6;vd vr{brr,7b.t 8a.4,8b.3, 16b.3, 16b.6 20a.t, 23a.6, 3tb,S,S2b.4 5ba.4, fuijffiA"H;, 62.5, 7fg;5
LL
L
L
L
L
t
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
CHINESE PJDGIN EI\IGLISH
AppendlxF
Tlaermdlocrdonofcxprcerlmrm'f".a-fctddedp&aftrToq:
It lvluning'side'
alongsiilc Vof VI36a.t
ndasiile VoM5Eb3,76b2
otuside VolVIS8b.2
opposiile VolVI4lb-3
8.Iiaarn,l,q.'surface'
doam side Vol VI35al
top siile Vot VI 41a.1 , 45a.2, &.3, 48b'1, 53a'5
upside Vol VI68a.6
C l,/Iwing 'place'
all plnce Vol VI78b.3
propu place VolVI66b2
tlut stule Vot Vt 51b.3
this place I&LU63a-3
thissiite VolIVS{b.,+YpfVI{(D3
wlmt place Vol M:1b.2;{ft.1'43a.3 45a.4;4&.2,51b'4 554'6 ; ygllll
wlnt side llol VI31b.4 32b.3,33a-3,51b.1, 57b.6
D. Maning'job situaticr'
gdplae VolVITEaS
orcplae lbllllT8as
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37b.3,6{b.1,83a.1
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Appendix G
Compound elcnmt ptdgrh lp.itsin I in TonB
hi kEr ru mEnsi
.1
hcp kEt
a^i hcp kEt
hl kEt p'rrsin
sAppousu nc k€t
all-
l(t
SJ
a.
A. Mmning 'enterprise, hade,
B. Muning,job, work,
C Meaning ,busy, occupied,
D. Meaning 'affair, matter, thing,
jU nc kA dm tti
I
1
1
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ugrl lgur dp! s[ ur,sild ep
HSngNg NIgAId irsiil\uHJ9II
St'N
I
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Appcndh H
Thc four typee and dlctributlons oI ttab condsuc{m! in Tong
A. natc + verb (125)
answer Mi.5
aDotove W 56b,h,At" vl52b.6 58a.4
Uii'a 
"p IV 5sa2boil VI,(b.4lhr+ VI 53b.2
;; IV 4eb.2,57'b.1; vI2sft.'S,oa't
b; rV 53a3; vl49a'4,60b'3il;' wsu.s,sru.o;vtznb3,54a't'5t*,2
"ui.i N 7la-3clunge VI 37a.4 4&'5, 53a'1
cook VI'!b. 4
""iri. ii oz^.o,ts^.+;wtct.4"57al'6zl.a'6tu3covet uD W 6?b'1
cut down VI 24b.1
deliver VI56b2
divide N65a'1
&ink Vl73&.6
fenr W74b'3
Iile VI57a.5
fill up lV 52b.4
find' IV 45a.3
finish IV54b.1;VI66b'6;68a'2
forte N 67b.4grve VI74o.5
oo uD VI 19a'4
f,ap' tv 42^.6tvl6f,a.l,7b'7'79a'6
trook VI 69a.5
inouire VI23^1,Wa4'Oa6
loci up VI 68b.5
look+ee M 94.6
1
-t
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
marry
mix
move
o'P€n
pack
paste
FY
Put
refur€
repair
roast
rub
sail
secure
sell
settle
shake
ship off
sign
spill
l\l71a,.6;Vl8Pa2
IV 72a.1; VI 58b.1
W 49a5
vI 39b.3
VI 13b.3, 57a.1
rvutb.s
Itl 57b.?- ?4a.2; Yl 4b.4, 7 a.4t 7a.6, #.1, 36a5, 55b.1, 7!a'3
vI 35b.3
Vl74a.3
vI53b.s-5
lr'I42a5,&2-3
VI69a.4
IV r[8b.3; VI 32b.6, 36a.4
VI 18a.1
Ylloa.l.l0&.l,Zza.?
IV 33b.4; Vl 22b.3, 58a.5
vI47a.4
VI 204.1,35a.6
VI7la.4
IV rt6b.4
1
I
I
I
I
LL
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
CHINESE PTOCW ETCUSFT
IV 55b.5; VI a3a.6 S3b.3
IV 32b.5; VI19a.5
IV 32a.3; VI69b.6
N 77b.6
vt7bJ,nb.6
Vt 63a.6
Msb2
IV 51b.2
I 93".0, 33b.1, 33b.3, 46b.1; VI $a.3
rv32b.5
I 19,9, 17 a.t-2., 26.5, ?Bb.q Stu.+ 6?a.4, 6tu.6VI36a3
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spoil
stand
stop
swear
talk
test
think
touch
vy
wait
weigh
wdte
B.tmke +@ (S)
Vol IV 3g a.3, tlJe..6, it4b.2, 4%.4, 51 a. 1, 52a.5, 5ga.2; y al yl 57b.2
C male + Np (21)
##tr:ttr:::#:::rff.f:fh.f#o;6; vor vr r%.4,2rb,s,nh.2,2h.5,r{0." 0,".,, ,t2a.34,
D, nulce + AP (17)
Y+lly 33b.O 48a:1, 4&a.g,4gb.S,51a.S, 53b.2, S4a.3,5tb.6; Vol VI4Oa3 42b.1,69a.3,62a.1,81a.6 Oa.|,49a.5,53a.5,
